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Did you see these
new climate studies?
I’m sending
you a link.

Look at this.
Glyphosate’s not only
killing the bees.
It causes cancer
in humans!

They’ve been using
that crap on our
food for decades.

What can I get you
two that will help
with all this bad
news burnout?

You got anything
that will fix the
world’s problems?
Before
everything goes
to hell in a
handbasket?

Oh god. The glaciers are
melting even faster than
anyone predicted!

The news has
gotten so awful
I don’t know
what to think
anymore.

There’s so
much wrong
with the world,
it doesn’t
matter what
we do!

Y’know, I interned on an
organic farm up in
Vermont last summer
and the locals up there
were asking the
same question.
It was kind
of cool how they
decided to do
something
about it…

…just by
inspiring the
next generation.

Hi, everyone!
Welcome to
Meadows Bee
Farm.

Let’s make
a circle!

The owners
decided that
one way to
work towards
solutions was
to show kids
that farming
and nature
could be fun.

If this is your
first time here,
I’m Leigh.

I’m Toni.

I’m
Charlie.

And you
know us, Beth
and Sally.

They started by hosting students
from the local school; getting
them used to life on a farm.

The kids liked visiting Meadows Bee
so much Leigh started wondering
if more couldn’t be done.

Do we have the
right hay? It feels
too fluffy.

They’re going to
inherit a world
that’s in serious
trouble.

Let’s show these kids how
small organic farms can be
part of the solution.

We’ll expand
the program to
give them real
skills they’ll
need in the
future.

Factory farms are
corrupting the food
chain. The climate’s
going haywire.

We can offer our own sustainable
agriculture program designed to expand
the capabilities of these kids.

They’ll earn a
badge for each part
of the course they
complete. And it
won’t be particularly
easy.

Give me a break.
How is tree hugging
going save the world?

So they designed a series of
badges around AgroEcology;
including Agroforestry,
Wildcrafting, Permaculture
and Herbal Medicine.

The most
important thing on
a farm is water and
where it flows.

On the farm we dig
ponds and streams to
slow water, spread it,
and sink it.

They gave kids
a hands-on
perspective of
how the whole
ecosystem
functions
as one.

Ponds, planets, rivers,
mountains, insects, fruit, seeds,
leaves; in fact, everything in
nature operates together
to make our food.

If the problem is climate change
then getting the next generation
back in touch with nature is a
step towards a solution.

Water is abundance;
not only for us but
also for the wildlife.

And build
our gardens
around it.

The program
emphasized being
more observant
of the world
around them.

My flower’s shaped
like the sun.

Mmmm! This
mint smells like
chocolate!

And most importantly,
how to use their
imaginations.

We’re going
to draw the kind of
farm we’d each like
to live on. And
describe how it will
work within
nature.

I want to grow
a lot of food and give
it to those who don’t
have much.

Can I have
more than one
rainbow?

To earn this badge each kid comes
up with their own AgroEcological
farm of the future.

The point is, if we can’t get
back to nature and imagine
solutions then we’re sunk.

So to survive the
industrial apocalypse
I gotta learn how to
milk a cow?
They have
a badge for
that!

At first the kids
are kind of scared
of the cows.

The Meadows Bee
folk designed a
program to
get the kids
comfortable with
the dairy herd.

But with the right guidance, they
soon become comfortable.
We learn to stay away
from her neck, because
sometimes she’ll swing it.

She’s so
huge!

They’ve got little
kids learning to
do the milking.

That’s right. Just slip
it on and the machine’s
suction does the rest.

And not let
her step on
our feet!

The children become intimately involved with the
animals, right from the first calving.
What should we
name Mercy’s
calf?

How about
Maybelline?

And the processing of
their fresh milk.
The cow gives
us milk we
can turn into
healthy food.

I like
Molly.

Are we
going to
make
smoothies?

Cheese is an excellent
way to store nature’s
goodness.

To earn the
badge, the
kids learn all
about a
cow’s diet
and four
stomachs.

And it makes great
grilled cheese
sandwiches!

I saw that once the
kids became comfy
around the herd it was
the beginning of a more
profound understanding
of what life is.

Half the posts on my
timeline are trying to
sell me on the
meaning of life.

I doubt
you’ll find it
on Facebook.

Meadows Bee has been
experimenting with creating
an enclosed natural habitat
for their birds.

This is the main
chicken coop. The
turkeys graze over
there. And the
peacocks back
there.

But you just might scratching
around in the barnyard!

We create natural
habitat in the coop
by planting fruit
and nut trees.

What if
they poop on
my head?

That’s
supposed to
be good
luck!
Having their food source inside
the coop helps the birds feel
safe from predators.

So they lay
more eggs!

I’m going to
show you how
to correctly
use the saws.

When it’s time to
build a new roost,
the kids are given
tools to cut
down saplings.

They learn how to
work together to
accomplish basic tasks.

These teeth
are sharp.

These days people are
isolated by technology,
so it’s really important
to learn teamwork.

And ultimately embraced
them as fellow living beings,
with love and respect.
She’s
making her
happy cluck.
I’ll
be the
shoveler.

Mmmph!
Me too.

It was so inspiring to see how the kids
naturally took to stewarding the animals.

How
many we
got?

We’ll hold
the pole
upright.

I got
my end!

My grandpa
says we’re not
supposed to
count them till
they all hatch.

I played SimFarm
when I was a kid.
It didn’t change
anything.

Except a computer
game isn’t the
real world.

Understanding the
needs of living breathing
animals requires commitment
and hands-on participation.

When kids learn what the
sheep need to grow strong
and healthy, it translates
into their own lives.

They discover the symbiotic
relationship between people
and animals includes sharing
the glories of a summer day.

Time to
refill the
mineral
box.

We get
minerals from
our food too.

After taking part in the
lambing, the children treat
the newborns like family.
Let’s name
this one Black
Beauty.

That cloud
looks like a
Stegosaurus.

And
this can be
Bumbleberry.

Or
Godzilla!

To earn their badge
the children must
know how the sheep’s
digestion works.

Sheep are ruminants.
Does anyone know
what that means?

And how to keep
track of their
flock’s genealogy.

Ruminants ferment food
right in their stomachs.

The kids experience the gifts that
animals bring into our lives.

Twilight is fourth
generation on
Meadows Bee Farm.

She was
mothered by Thunder
and sired by Thor.

They learn to wash and card the wool.
You may need to
soak the wool
three or four times
to get it clean.

Does shearing their
wool hurt them?

Brush the
wool into the
second carder.

It actually
makes them feel
better because
they’re cooler during
the summer.

And ultimately enjoy
its benefits.
My grandma
knitted these from
Gloria’s wool!
My mom
made me
this scarf!

That’s all fine and good, but look at this
headline: “Forty percent of insect species
face extinction in two decades”.

How we going to deal
with a terrifying
future like that?
By facing
what we
fear!

The Bee Badges
accomplish that by
showing the kids how
to work with bees.

At first the kids are scared of being stung; even in their bee suits.
Be courageous.
Be respectful.
And enjoy the
excitement!

When it happens they are
taught a simple trick to
relieve the sting.

But remember,
we always stay
calm around
the hive.

Whew! It
took the
pain right
away!

If we know
what to look
for...

OWW!

One got
me! It hurts.

Quick!
Let’s find a
patch of
Plantain and
chew it up.

...nature can
provide what
we need!

The program teaches
kids how bees live and
how to look after
their health.

Bees are important
pollinators. But they
are under a lot of
environmental stress
these days.

The students help harvest
the honey and prepare the
hives for each season.

The smoker
makes the
bees docile so
we can inspect
the hive.

The kids become experts at telling bees apart.
Can we
see the
queen?

That one’s
a drone.

Experiencing bees
up close fosters
bravery and
resourcefulness.

We always leave
the bees enough to
survive and prosper.

And those are two qualities the world is
going to need if things get as bad as it looks.

Sounds kind
of scary cool,
actually.

So how did this
Meadows Bee
thing get going?

When I was interning
up there I asked Leigh
that very question.

Well, Charlie and I brought up
our family in suburbia. I was
an artist; I taught kids.

Leigh and
her husband
Charlie own
the farm…

I grew fruits and
veggies. We had bees.
I really liked it.

I took a course in
Biodynamics and it
helped me see nature
in a new way.

When our kids grew up
I started exploring what
was out there.

I discovered the
Weston A. Price
Foundation.

Their focus on nutrition and health through
traditional agriculture was really inspiring.
Then my son got interested in
Heifer International. They
offered agricultural programs to
help families achieve self reliance.

They had worked up a coherent
plan for ending world hunger
and poverty by empowering
smallholder farms.

I had the opportunity to
travel into the developing
world and meet farmers
and their families.

I got to experience how third worlders
plant and cook and build sustainable
community in ways I never knew existed.

But that hope only
gets realized if we
inspire the next
generation.

I witnessed how
economically marginalized
people developed techniques,
on their own, to deal with all
kinds of environmental issues.

I had been as cynical
about the future as
everyone else I knew
back home

But once I saw what
these families were doing,
I couldn’t unsee it.
They gave me real hope.

That’s what I
wanted to do. That’s
why we bought the
farm and developed
the Badge Program.

And one of the most important aspects of life is our food.

Wow. So
they’re kind of
paying it forward.

Exactly.
They’re investing
in a future
that includes
everyone.
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They’ve got kids
fermenting their
own sauerkraut,
kimchi and sweet
potato fly.

Fermentation is like digestion.
Bacteria break down sugars into
alcohol and bio-gas, unleashing
nature’s goodness.
The first
thing we need
are crocks.

They get the kids
forming their own clay
crocks using methods
that have been around
for thousands of years.
Don’t forget
to make the
weights.

They introduce them
to the proper use of
sharpened tools.

We always hold the knife
with our thumb on the
inside of the blade.

We call it
the Chef’s Grip.

The kids really enjoy
the hands-on
creation of food.

And instead of instant
gratification, they learn
that patience is part of
the process.

I never
liked cabbage
before.

Does it
need more
rock salt?

After harvesting herbs grown on the farm, the
kids learn how to make essential oils and salves.
Nature can provide
many of the medicines
we need.

Fermentation
takes time
to work.

One of the goals is to
introduce their tastebuds
to foods that are not
processed or sugary.
I don’t know if I
like this stuff yet.
Don’t yuk
my yum!

The next
time we come
this batch will be
ready to eat!

And they learn
to clean up
after their work.

If only our
industrial
polluters could
do the same.

I have to admit; it’s
refreshing to hear of people
who are thinking about
something other than
themselves.

There are more
than you might guess.
And each, in their own
way, is trying to inspire
others to carry the
ideas further into the
general culture.
The idea is that to feed a
planet that’s overpopulated
and underfed, the next
generation will need basic
gardening skills.

They learn things like planting edible forest gardens along side annuals to help mitigate steep climate fluctuations.

The kids connect to the
rhythm of working with
nature; from planting to
tending to harvesting to
seed saving.

They learn
to nurture
nature.

Moisten the soil
mix but don’t
drench it.

Good
drainage is
essential at
this stage.

To work in
partnership
with the
living
ecosystem.

Each plant has its own
special needs.
We should
be careful of
the baby
roots, right?

And to
replenish the
resources
we rely on.

It’s important to feed the soil; so
we give it these seed balls.

We separate the
garlic cloves
before we plant
them.

Garlic likes a
nice bed of
mulch over it.

Eww!
Dirt and manure
go good together
to become soil.

With water in shorter
and shorter supply, the
kids learn to build
gardens that make the
most out of every drop.
These logs will keep
the soil moist as
they decompose.

With winter approaching
we need to prep the
garden for next year’s
growing season.
We got
so many
varieties!

And feed
the roots of the
vegetables we
plant over them.

Basic food gathering skills; like saving seeds and grinding
corn, put kids in harmony with nature’s resilience.

It seems like
these days
nature’s out
to get us.

We’re the ones who’ve
forgotten where our
food comes from.

It’s more like
humanity turned
away from her.

I saw kids who came
in eating cupcakes
discovering a
whole new world
of natural flavors
from home grown
vegetables, meat
and eggs.

And what goes in it.
Why is there
“high fructose
corn syrup” in this
applesauce?

I love
blueberries.

It’s an industrial
sweetener you won’t
find in the applesauce
we make ourselves.
The kids become part
of the process of
bringing food from
farm to table.

The milk we
got from Coral will
make great yogurt.

Save enough
for smoothies
at snack time.

I remember picking
and shucking the
corn we made this
cornbread from.

They’re
excited to
eat food with
ingredients
that they
grew and
harvested.

I did the
milling!

I collected
the eggs!
The kids try all kinds of new
things and never complain.
What do you
think of these
blackcurrants?

The program aims to reintroduce the
kids to relaxation and restoration
through the shared meal.

Mmmmm!
I’ve never
tasted anything
like them
before.

It demonstrates the
value of sitting together,
screen-free, talking and eating
good home grown food.

And that’s a basic
human pleasure
that we don’t see
much of anymore.
Notice?

Wow. This Badge
Program sounds
amazing.

These folks are
like superheroes!

Except caped
crusaders are
fantasies.
Meadows Bee is
the real deal!

They’ve got
the kids
working metal,
forming it into
things every
farm needs.

They’re out there in the woods, tapping
maple trees and harvesting sap.

They boil it down to
maple syrup and make
sugar on snow.

Those kids learn
to identify each
tree species and
understand what
it needs to
remain healthy.

They learn how
to use nature’s
bounty to make
useful items
themselves rather
than buy stuff
at a store.

They learn all
about respecting
the tools they need
to run the farm.
Treat your tools
right and they’ll
stay sharp and
last forever.

They earn
their badges
by learning
they can do
anything
they put their
minds to if
they work
hard and
smart.

They’re given a
real working
knowledge of
how nature digests
biomass and
returns it as rich
organic compost.

They make applesauce,
apple pie and apple
cider while getting a
deep sense of the
bounty nature
offers throughout
the seasons.

They become
adept at crafting
things with their
hands using simple
tools and
techniques.

My therapist
says today
everyone
feels like I do;
depressed and
hopeless.

These kids don’t.
And they’re the ones
who are going to have
to clean up the mess
they’ll inherit.

The goal is to give them an appreciation of
timeless human values, like kindness, patience,
caring, honesty, integrity and responsibility.

And a true understanding of their
role in the rich web of life.

If these kids can
keep that spirit
alive, they can help
solve the problems
facing the world in
a sustainable way.

Meadows Bee decided the best
way to work toward a real
future was to start locally.

By investing in the
next generation.

And inspire others to do the same.

I’ve seen people,
families, communities all
around the world tuned into
new ways of thinking.

That’s all fine and
good up in farm country,
but down here everything’s
either paved over
or trashed.
And the reigning
ethic seems to be
“every man for
himself”.

They’re designing
eco-villages, eco-communities,
communal gardens and working
to revitalize the spoiled Earth.
As the farm
interns, like me,
travel and learn,
we share these ideas
in places you might
not expect.

Follow me out
back and you might
be surprised.

And it’s really
taking root.
Woah! A
community
garden — right
here in our
neighborhood?

Living with
nature is an old
idea that makes a
lot of sense in
today’s world.

Meadows Bee Farm mission
Working with agroecological principles, the mission
of our Vermont mountainside farm is to be part of
an Earth-supported community.
We grow food as we tend the land and our community.
We work with kids, awarding their efforts in our Young
Farmers Badge Program. We also work with young
adults sharing our sustainable living practices with
internship and WWOOFing opportunities.
We teach agriculture through its relationship to
nature, the stewardship of livestock, and the growing and
processing of food and herbal medicine.
A homestead, we raise an assortment of livestock and bees, tend
permaculture gardens and orchards.
We have a raw milk cow dairy providing our community
with fresh raw milk & meat, fruits, veggies and a line of
medicinal herb products.

We are focused on sustainability and achieving a balanced ecology
and always questioning. What actually is food and how do we choose
the food we eat?
We incorporate the arts and music into our lives with a blacksmith
shop, ceramic studio, and a fiber arts barn.
We foster scholarship with our agricultural library, book club, and
workshops. All of our facilities and classes are open to the public.

What do we grow and how should we farm? The results of these
questions decides how and if we nourish and heal ourselves, our
community, our waters and our land.
As a biodynamic farm, we look first to provide from within,
creatively, with an attitude of joy and abundance as we find
our way to live sustainably now and into the future, honoring each
other and our beloved Mother Earth.

Specific Actions to Meet Goals
Global
Heifer International
Weston A. Price
political advocacy
Local
Our Vermont community
The West River Community Project
Farm to School

Personal
Education at Meadows Bee Farm
Education at The Field House Eco-Farm
Products
Fresh raw Jersey milk
Fresh meat, yogurt, and cheese
Fresh honey, fruits, and veggies
Leighs Bees Medicinal Products

Meet the Badge Artist
Known to friends and family as a passionate artist since she was a
young child, Pat Iemmiti started creating art by age 5 as she started
drawing portraits.
She started to learn her craft at the High School of Art & Design
in NYC. Then continued on at the School of Visual Arts and then
continued her professional studies at the Fashion Institute of
Technology where she majored in Fashion Illustration.
While at FIT she entered a contest and her illustration won the
cover on a published romance novel. After graduating FIT Pat
entered another contest where she won her job at Lord & Taylor in
advertising and worked with many famous artists and illustrators such as Kenneth Paul Block, Fred
Greenhill and Antonio Lopez.
Working independently she also illustrated a beauty book for “IL Makiage New York”.
After years working in advertising she then switch gears and worked as a graphic designer with
Essie Cosmetics creating packaging, graphics and print design.
Pat now spends part of her creative time working with Leigh Merinoff, the owner of
Meadows Bee Farm in Vermont creating merit badges for the young farmers badge program. The
program instructs young children in traditional and progressive farming techniques and farm craft,
with the opportunity to earn colorful merit badges as they progress.

For More Information
Please visit
Meadows Bee Farm and The Field House

Meadows Bee Farm
802-874-4092

Field House
802-874-4172

MeadowsBee.com

